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rather than a direct climatic mechanism such as
increased evaporation). It also raises the possibility of a diffuse lake drainage Bfront[ where
warming permafrost first experiences widespread degradation. The fact that È85% of the
vanished lakes reported here occur within 200
km of the continuous permafrost boundary lends
some support to this concept (Fig. 1A).
Clearly, other factors besides permafrost influence substrate permeability and lake drainage. In west Siberia, shallow water tables and
extensive, low-permeability peatlands (6) ensure continued survival of many
lakes, even where permafrost is
absent. Overlay of our lake maps
with a detailed peatland inventory
(7) shows that, although lakes in
continuous permafrost are found
on all substrates, they exist only as
perched systems on peatlands further south. In such regions, factors
besides permafrost degradation
will be important to lake persistence. However, aside from lowpermeability environments and/or
beneficent water balance adjustments (i.e., further increases in net
precipitation), the ultimate effect
of continued climate warming on
high-latitude, permafrost-controlled
lakes and wetlands may well be
their widespread disappearance.

ronments, driven primarily by slumping and
Arctic warming has accelerated since the
collapsed terrain features (thermokarst) that
1980s, driving an array of complex physical
subsequently fill with water (SOM text). Such
and ecological changes in the region (1). Parobservations are in apparent conflict with the
ticularly puzzling has been evidence for perphenomenon seen here and also near Council,
turbations to the terrestrial water cycle (2),
Alaska, where thermokarst ponds in diswhich plays an integral role in nearly every
continuous permafrost are also shrinking (5).
aspect of the Arctic system. We compared
satellite imagery acquired across
È515,000 km2 of Siberia in the
early 1970s with recent (1997 to
2004) satellite data to inventory
and track ongoing changes in more
than 10,000 large lakes after three
decades of rising soil and air temperatures in the region (1, 3, 4).
Our analysis reveals a widespread
decline in lake abundance and
area, despite slight precipitation
increases (4). The spatial pattern
of lake disappearance strongly
suggests that thawing of permafrost is driving the observed losses.
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